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OUR EDITOR RECOMMENDS

Four Knights Film

The Bottom Line
A debut feature from New Zealand that
conjures up a world of pain that allows
the protagonists to do things no sane
person would ever think of doing.

Venue
Berlin Film Festival
(Market; also in Palm
Springs Film Festival)

Director
Max Currie

Cast
Ben Clarkson, Sia
Trokenheim, Brett
Stewart

Max Currie's feature debut stars Brett Stewart and Sia Trokenheim as grieving parents in

Auckland who try to start a new life together.

BERLIN -- A grieving father goes to extraordinary -- and extraordinarily illegal -- lengths to regain

what has been lost in Everything We Loved, the confident debut feature of New Zealand filmmaker

Max Currie.

Though apparently not based on a specific true story, the film,

which was also written by the director, is extremely convincing in

its depiction of the dark danger zone in which a father finds

himself when he can’t cope with a loss that is beyond his

comprehension and how, gradually, he drags the late boy’s

mother along with him into insanity. With its convincingly drawn

characters and, in Brett Stewart and Sia Trokenheim, two

actors who can do their complex parts justice, this high-end

drama convinces on an emotional level even if, visually, the film

is rather traditionally put together.

Everything We Loved should continue a healthy festival run after

a world premiere at the recent Palm Springs Film Festival and a

subsequent bow at the Berlin festival’s European Film Market,

with select theatrical sales a possibility but small-screen success

more likely.

Charlie (Stewart) and Angela (Trokenheim) used to tour the

country as a magician and his sexy assistant, though the curtain

unexpectedly came down both professionally and privately when

their young child, Hugo, suddenly died. When the film opens,

Charlie is at home but Angela’s gone, though the mourning father

is not alone, as he’s looking after and playing with a five-year-old

boy, Tommy (Ben Clarkson). Currie’s screenplay initially

leaves the relationships between the characters unclear and has

the little boy ask rather odd questions, such as "Are you my real

daddy?" and "Where is momma?"

A TV report about a missing boy provides the missing puzzle

piece and when Angela finally returns to the couple’s home, the

extent to which Charlie has strayed becomes clear as it’s obvious

their own son died and Tommy’s real parents are elsewhere --

they may be negligent caregivers, as Charlie keeps insisting, but

they are alive and have been robbed of their offspring. The first

reaction of Angela, who clearly had to leave the house to go

through her own grieving process, is one of disbelief and

rejection; she can’t be part of Charlie’s insane replacement plan.

The justification for Charlie’s actions are of course located in his

grief, as his pain has temporarily undermined his capability for

sound moral judgment. Though the film starts after Hugo’s

death, the enormity and the power of the parents’ sorrow is made

abundantly clear by their decisions and actions, with Angela,

perhaps even to her surprise, gradually finding relief in the idea

of having a “new Hugo” and the associated sense of comfort and

even a glimpse of the good old times increasingly outweighing

her objections.

Currie thankfully doesn't overdo the magic metaphors and has

believably charted the emotional arcs of his adult leads. Once

they’ve both accepted their new reality, and the soothing

sensation it affords them, their need to protect their newfound

family and calm makes their life increasingly complicated and,

paradoxically, agitated, since they can’t be seen in public with a

kidnapped child that’s all over the news. To complicate matters
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German Concentration Camps
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even further, they’ve not been able to pay the rent for months

and their landlord wants them out within a week.

New Zealand actor Stewart (He Died With A Felafel In His

Hand) and Swedish-born Trokenheim (kiwi TV series Step Dave)

form a believable couple, unable to face the death of their child

alone but probably more dangerous when facing it together.

Entirely in step with Currie’s direction, they ensure the story’s

grounded in a recognizable emotional reality rather than any

kind of tabloid hysteria or sensationalism. Clarkson, whose

mother Suzy Clarkson, has a cameo as a news reporter, is a

natural child actor who makes Tommy’s initial confusion, his

natural curiosity and desire for stability and love at any cost all

come alive.

Cinematographer Dave Garbett (Spartacus: Blood and Sand)

and editor Dan Kircher use a clever variation on a match cut

early on and the film’s color palate becomes bleaker as the

family’s situation grows increasingly dire. But otherwise it is the

actors that do almost all of the heavy lifting here, conjuring up a

world of pain that allows them to do things no sane person would

ever think of doing.  

Venue: Berlin Film Festival (market; also in Palm Springs Film

Festival)

Production companies: Four Knights Film, Park Road Post,

Celluloid Dreams

Cast: Ben Clarkson, Brett Stewart, Sia Trokenheim, Suzy

Clarkson

Writer-Director: Max Currie

Producers: Tom Hern, Luke Robinson

Director of photography: Dave Garbett

Production designer: Andy Smith

Music: Tim Prebble

Costume designer: Sarah Aldridge

Editor: Dan Kircher

Sales: Celluloid Dreams

No rating, 100 minutes
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NEW ZEALAND FILM EVERYTHING WE LOVED 

TO PREMIERE AT THE PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL FILM 
FESTIVAL 

  
  
Press Release 
For Immediate Release – xx xxx 
  
Announced today in Palm Springs, New Zealand feature film Everything We Loved 
will have its World Premiere at the 25th Annual Palm Springs International Film 
Festival. 
 
Everything We Loved is the delicately immoral, debut feature for writer/director Max 
Currie.  “I’m fascinated by good people doing bad things,” says Max of his 
directorial debut.  “At the start of the film we meet this playful, loving couple - and 
yet as the story unfolds they do something most parents would find unthinkable.”     
 
The film stars Brett Stewart (Topless Women Talk About Their Lives, Perfect 
Creature) as a shy magician who coaxes his once happy wife back to life with his 
greatest illusion - a little boy.  But the loving family they create is threatened when 
they become hunted as child abductors.  The film also stars Sia Trokenheim and 
New Zealand’s youngest movie star - five-year-old newcomer Ben Clarkson.  
 
Everything We Loved was financed through the New Zealand Film Commission’s 
Escalator scheme, a micro-budget-initiative set up to help identify New Zealand’s 
next wave of filmmakers and boost them into their first feature film, with a budget of 
up to NZD$250,000.  Producers are Tom Hern (I’m Not Harry Jenson, Lambs, 
Genesis) and Luke Robinson (Genesis) for New Zealand production company, Four 
Knights Film, in association with Park Road Post.  
  
Mladen Ivancic, Acting CEO for the New Zealand Film Commission, said “It’s 
outstanding for a low budget Escalator film to be selected to screen in such a 
prestigious, world-class film festival.  The Palm Springs Film Festival is one of the 
largest in the US, famous for bringing together Hollywood industry reps and 
executives from nearby Los Angeles, and filmmaking talent from around the world.” 
  
Everything We Loved will be released in New Zealand in mid 2014.  Discerning 
French sales company Celluloid Dreams are handling world sales of the film.  
  
The Palm Springs International Film Festival will be held from the 3rd – 13th 
January 2014. 
 
The trailer for the film can be viewed here. 
 
For New Zealand media enquiries, contact: info@4knightsfilm.com 
For International media enquiries, contact: TBC Celluloid Dreams Info. 



The$little$film$that$could$
From%paperboy%to%film%maker%
Last%updated%12:36%23/07/2014%

%
Max%Currie%SUPPLIED%
CALLING%THE%SHOTS:%Max%Currie%directing%actor%Sia%Trokenheim%on%new%film%
'Everything%We%Loved'.%
%
Max%Currie%grew%up%in%Palmerston%North,%he%went%to%Awatapu%College%and%was%a%
paperboy%for%the%Manawatu%Standard.%Now%he%is%making%the%news,%rather%than%
delivering%it,%with%his%debut%feature%film%Everything%We%Loved%set%to%open%next%week.%
Carly%Thomas%speaks%to%the%writer/director%about%his%film%that%is%turning%international%
heads.%%
%
One%of%the%main%actors%in%Max%Currie's%film%Everything%We%Loved%was%paid%in%Lego,%on%a%
starVchart%basis.%Don't%be%appalled,%he%thought%that%was%awesome.%Ben%Clarkson%is%5,%
Lego%is%his%currency%and%Lego%Hero%Factory%robots%are%pretty%cool.%
%
Ben%plays%Tommy%in%Currie's%first%feature%film,%a%psychological%drama%about%a%travelling%
magician%who%creates%a%beautiful%but%dangerous%illusion%to%try%to%get%his%family%back.%
%
The%film,%written%and%directed%by%Palmerston%North's%Currie,%will%be%making%history%next%
week.%Currie's%debut%feature%film%will%be%New%Zealand's%first%ever%dayVandVdate%release,%
meaning%that%the%film%will%launch%simultaneously%across%Auckland%and%Wellington%film%
festival%theatres%and%be%available%nationwide%online.%
%
Everything%We%Loved%is%on%a%fast%track,%halfway%through%its%international%festival%season%
and%already%making%an%impact%in%Palm%Springs,%Transylvania%and%Munich.%
%



However,%the%New%Zealand%release%is%the%one%Currie%is%most%nervous%about,%the%one%that%
means%the%most.%
%
"I'm%excited%that%people%from%Palmerston%North,%all%my%old%friends,%will%get%to%see%it.%
There%is%a%two%degrees%of%separation%thing%in%New%Zealand%and%so%many%people%have%
been%involved.%But,%yeah,%we're%nervous."%
%
The%film%is%a%risk%that%is%a%soVfarVpayingVoff%kind%of%scenario;%Currie%moved%into%his%
parents'%shed%to%make%the%film,%it%took%him%two%years,%living%off%his%savings%and%odd%jobs%
during%filming.%He%says%it%was%tough.%It%still%is.%
%
"A%project%like%this,%where%you're%in%it%for%the%love%V%it%knocks%your%life%around%big%time.%It%
makes%you%question%what%you%want%out%of%life,%what%you're%prepared%to%give%up%to%get%it,%
what%it%means%to%be%successful."%
%
The%idea%for%the%film%started%in%a%moment%of%contemplation%prompted%by%a%conversation%
overheard%at%the%gym.%
%
"They're%talking%about%an%awful%crime%in%the%States,%and%this%question%comes%into%my%
head:%what%if%the%bad%guy%had%recently%lost%his%own%little%boy?%And%wow,%I'm%knocked%out%
out%by%this%juxtaposition%of%deep%sympathy%and%horror.%And%that%led%me%to%wondering%
about%Madeleine%McCann%V%if%she's%alive,%then%she's%being%cared%for%and%loved.%And%if%
that's%the%case%V%what%are%the%people%like%who%took%her?%And%why?%Those%are%fascinating,%
fertile%questions."%
%
It%became%a%stream%of%consciousness%that%translated%into%the%penning%of%a%dark%tale%about%
why%good%people%do%bad%things,%unnerving%in%the%questions%that%it%presents,%relatable%in%
the%answers%that%it%reveals.%The%progressive%thought%pattern%saw%Currie%take%
trampolining%lessons,%he%practised%levitation%and%learnt%magic%tricks.%He%played%with%
Ben,%spent%a%heap%of%time%making%blingVcovered%reward%charts%and%he%drove%an%electric%
piano%over%to%lead%actress%Sia%Trokenheim's%house%and%set%it%up%in%her%garage.%This%was%
to%help%Trokenheim,%who%plays%Angela%Shepherd,%to%learn%to%play%Moonlight%Sonata%V%
which%she%does%beautifully%in%the%film.%
%
Ad%Feedback%
%
%
Currie%saw%his%pondering%through%to%the%final%product.%He%went%the%extra%mile%and%it%
shows;%the%film%is%recognisable,%fragile%and%real.%
%
"A%big%part%of%approaching%this%film%was%getting%to%know%my%actors%and%my%DP%[director%
of%photography,%Dave%Garbett],%their%lives,%their%support%people.%Beers%with%Brett,%cups%of%
tea%with%Sia,%meals%with%Dave%cooked%by%his%lovely%wife,%Lou.%We%all%needed%to%trust%each%
other."%
%
SwedishVborn,%Trokenheim%had%just%had%her%first%baby,%Terenzo,%when%they%started%
shooting%the%film%and%she%chose%not%to%bring%him%to%set.%Currie%says%it%was%painful%and%
brave%of%her%to%be%filming%so%soon%after%giving%birth.%
%



"I'm%convinced%that%one%of%the%reasons%Sia's%performance%is%so%mesmerising%is%because%
she%was%channelling%those%gutVwrenching%emotions%that%come%when%a%new%mother%is%
separated%from%her%child.%I%admire%her,%she%was%incredibly%generous."%
%
Brett%Stewart,%who%plays%Charlie%Shepherd,%Angela's%husband,%had%also%become%a%firstV
time%dad%to%son%Louis%about%the%same%time.%Currie%says%there%was%great%support%between%
the%two%new%parents%and%it%also%informed%their%performance.%
%
Trokenheim%has%gone%on%to%star%in%TV2's%Step%Dave%and%she%has%previous%credits%in%
Sione's%Wedding%II,%Shortland%Street%and%This%is%Not%My%Life.%Acting%alongside%her,%
Stewart%stepped%into%his%biggest%role%to%date%V%and%after%six%years%out%of%the%acting%
profession%while%he%focused%on%his%music.%
%
Ben%is%a%5VyearVold%found%in%an%Auckland%hipVhop%class%whose%wonderful%imagination%
was%what,%Currie%says,%shone%through.%Everything%We%Loved%was%his%first%acting%job.%
%
"There%wasn't%a%single%tantrum.%No%tears.%We%made%sure%that%the%set%was%a%fun%place%for%
him%to%be,%he%was%the%only%one%with%his%own%trailer.%He%was%amazing%and%he%doesn't%
realise%what%he%has%achieved.%I%can't%wait%to%see%the%guy%he%grows%into.%Ben's%got%no%idea%
what%a%miracle%he%was%for%us."%
%
Ben%also%has%some%chockVaVblock%sticker%charts%to%his%name%and%a%fine%Lego%collection.%
%
Having%a%5VyearVold%on%set%for%nearly%every%scene%was%a%challenge%and%so%was%the%budget.%
$250,000%is%tiny%in%the%grand%scale%of%the%film%world,%and%was%obtained%through%
Escalator,%a%filmVfunding%competition%created%by%the%New%Zealand%Film%Commission.%
Currie%says%all%the%money%went%on%screen,%with%plenty%of%goodwill%and%crew%sleeping%in%
cars%during%filming.%Currie%had%to%mould%his%film%around%the%budget,%which%included%a%
location%that%would%not%break%it.%
%
"When%we%stumbled%on%our%location%for%the%shepherd's%farmhouse%[in%Kumeu],%I%got%
chills%down%my%spine.%Outside%and%in%it%felt%like%a%place%in%mourning,%where%time%had%
stood%still.%We%didn't%know%it%at%first%but%the%man%living%there,%Jeff%McCulloch,%had%lost%his%
wife%a%year%ago.%So%that%grief%in%the%unmowed%lawns,%the%spiderVwebbed%windVchimes,%
the%dusty%shelves%V%that's%real."%
%
How%did%Currie%go%from%a%childhood%spent%in%Palmerston%North%to%this%point?%Where%a%
conversation%overheard%has%become%a%little,%big%film?%One%which%sold%out%all%of%its%
screenings%at%The%Palm%Springs%International%Film%Festival,%where%it%was%in%competition%
as%part%of%the%New%Voices,%New%Visions%category%for%exciting%new%directing%talents?%
%
He%went%about%it%backwards,%starting%his%screen%career%in%2001%in%front%of%the%camera%as%
the%openly%gay%host%and%director%of%New%Zealand's%groundVbreaking%gay,%lesbian%and%
transgender%television%show,%Queer%Nation.%In%2003,%he%moved%to%New%York%where%he%
worked%as%a%barman%while%an%intern%at%Film/Video%Arts%in%SoHo%and%Bazmark%on%
Broadway.%It%was%during%this%time%that%he%got%out%his%pen%and%started%working%as%a%
screenwriter%for%Palme%d'OrVwinning%producer%Bill%Robinson%(Gus%Van%Sant's%Elephant).%
Writing%for%Shortland%Street%and%the%comedyVdrama%Step%Dave%followed..%
%



Right%beside%him%on%the%cusp%of%a%New%Zealand%debut%will%be%his%producers%Tom%Hern%
and%Luke%Robinson,%who%also%got%here%from%the%inside%out.%Hern%started%out%as%a%TV%actor%
and%Robinson%was%a%child%actor%at%age%7,%touring%New%Zealand%with%Bruce%Mason%(who%
was%his%grandfather).%Fortunately%for%Currie,%Hern%eventually%followed%his%calling%to%tell%
stories%that%he%believed%in%and%Robinson%switched%to%the%brassVtacks%jobs%of%the%film%
world%as%an%assistant%director,%director,%producer,%editor%and%camera%operator.%
%
They%are%a%closeVknit%crew%who%have%made%the%most%of%a%compelling%story%with%very%little%
funds.%
%
Next%week%the%red%carpets%will%simultaneously%be%rolled%out%in%Auckland%and%Wellington%
film%festival%cinemas%for%Everything%We%Loved%It%goes%online%on%July%28%and%liveV
streaming%from%the%premiere%will%be%available%online.%
%

V Manawatu%Standard%

$

Bringing the arthouse to your house 
By#Russell#Baillie#
4:00#PM#Thursday#Jul#24,#2014#

#
Brett#Stewart#and#Sia#Trokenheim#in#Everything#We#Loved.#
!
Everything!We!Loved#isn't#just#another#of#the#many#local#films#taking#a#bow#at#this#year's#
New#Zealand#International#Film#Festival.#
Its#local#premiere#at#SkyCity#Theatre#on#Monday#is#also#a#historic#event#P#the#start#of#a#new#
way#of#doing#things#when#it#comes#to#distributing#and#exhibiting#local#arthouse#movies,#says#
its#producer.#

And#as#a#kickPoff#to#that,#its#festival#premieres#are#open#to#everyone#P#even#those#who#can't#
make#it#to#the#red#carpet#to#see#firstPtime#feature#director#Max#Currie#and#his#stars#P#who#
include#Step!Dave's#Sia#Trokenheim.#



Trailer:(Everything(We(Loved#

#
#

The#film#is#also#offering#an#online#"Premiere#At#Home"#where#nzherald.#co.nz#will#liveP
broadcast#the#opening#night#action#from#the#heart#of#the#city#including#Hugh#Sundae#
interviewing#cast,#crew#and#guest#celebrities.#

Then#the#film#will#be#screened#at#SkyCity#and#streamed#across#the#country#via#the#New#
Zealand#Film#Commission's#new#Films#on#Demand#platform,#followed#by#nzherald.co.nz#
coverage#of#the#postPscreening#question#and#answer#session#at#SkyCity.#

The#film#will#be#available#to#view#within#48#hours#on#video#site#Vimeo's#Video#On#Demand#
(VOD)#platform#which#will#screen#the#film#geoPlocked#to#New#Zealand#viewers.#

Producer#Tom#Hern#P#who#is#also#the#producer#of#the#festival's#opening#title#The!Dark!Horse,#
which#is#getting#a#conventional#release#on#July#31,#says#the#model#isn't#there#to#replace#the#
cinema#experience.#
"They're#companions#rather#than#com#I#would#ideally#like#audiences#to#see#my#films."#

#
Producer!Tom!Hern!sees!the!festival!as!a!launchpad.#



However,#I'm#also#very#keen#to#make#this#business#sustainable#for#myself#and#my#partners#so#
that#I#can#keep#doing#what#I'm#so#passionate#about.#

Hern#says#Everything!We!Loved,#a#psychological#drama#about#a#former#magician#couple#who#
may#be#grieving#for#a#lost#son#is#a#provocative#arthouse#drama#and#a#niche#film#P#so#its#local#
cinema#distribution,#even#after#a#good#showing#on#the#international#festival#circuit,#was#
going#to#be#a#challenge.#
#
The#pioneering#combination#of#simultaneous#premieres#at#the#festival#in#Auckland#and#
Wellington#building#momentum#for#its#online#distribution#works#for#what#is#boutique#fare.#

"The#thing#with#debut#feature#films,#is#often#they#don't#have#massive#marketing#budgets,"#
says#Hern.#

"So#sustaining#a#presence#in#the#media#and#public#awareness#can#be#difficult.#This#awareness#
is#difficult#to#sustain#for#smaller#films,#especially#when#Transformers#orThe!Hobbit#comes#out#
the#following#Thursday."#
#

Video#
And#from#a#producer's#point#of#view#Hern#is#happy#with#the#numbers.#

"There#are#no#bricks#and#mortar#costs#to#cover#for#the#online#distribution.#So#costs#are#low#
and#profits#are#high.#Although#it#will#take#time#for#VOD#to#become#part#of#Kiwis'#filmP
watching#diet,#it#could#become#a#lucrative#income#stream#for#all#involved."#

Watch:(Behind(the(scenes(of(Everything(We(Loved:(Brett(Stewart#



Video#
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